


Instruction: 

一．Place of delivery：： Supplier factory 

二．Delivery time： Within 40 days after receiving down payment 

三．Offer valid： 30 days。 

四．Payment： 

五．Package： Stretch Film package 

六．Warranty： According to the nation related regulation，one year from the date of delivery. 

七．After-sales service：

Equipment warranty for one year(Cylinder warranty for three months,belt,shaft,blade are not warranty ) 

1． repair for free within 1 year。

2． Give internet technology support and train workers 

3． Damage to the machine caused by natural or human-intended disasters,and need to change spare part,we only charge 

material fare and manual fee. 

4． Lift-time warranty 





Special slitting machine for paper straw paper 

1.Machine parameter

Equipment effective width 620MM, mechanical speed 150M/min 

2. the machine main components

The machine consists of corrective unwinding institutions, cutting structure, the rolling bodies, transmission and electrical 

control. 

3.Agencies main configuration and specifications

(A) unwinding institutions

The device has a manual aspect of offset can be eliminated due to the tension of raw material at both ends arising from Bohou 

or paper core non-circularity different and wrinkled. 

Unwinding tension to the high linear magnetic powder brake actuator output torque balancing the tension fluctuation can be 

reduced to a minimum. 

Unwinding specifications: maximum width of700mm, phi diameter 1000mm 

Paper tube clamping method: air shaft clamping 

 Specifications: 3in 1 root of the air shaft 1 piece 

   A pneumatic gun 1 piece 

Tension control: closed-loop tension control. 

     The output control: 200N.M 1 piece 

magnetic brakes  1 piece 

Correction perform: tracking the substrate by the photoelectric eye correction controller for a given signal, the motor drive ball 

screw execution. 

 Specifications: photoelectric eye 1 piece 

  Two linear bearings4 piece 

  A corrective institutions 1 piece 

  The photoelectric eye fine-tuning 1 sets 

(B) cutting machine configuration

  The agency uses carbide precision disc disc knife (slitting relatively thick aluminum foil, paper and other materials) or (and) 

straight knife cutting (slitting general plastic film), neat incision, long life, cutting up and down knife shaft width adjustment 

processing, between the upper and lower blade shaft gear speed matching. Turning the handwheel implementation under the 

knife, the knife continues to rotate automatically rely. 

Tool axis: under the knife shaft each one 

2 locking device: a fast by knife device, able to lock on the knife shaft, to avoid slitting knife from the up and down or move 

due to quality problems. 

Specifications: a rocker arm 

  A locking shaft 

  With gear 

  A worm gear 



3. Row waste: by blowing high pressure air feed tube diversion, the scrap material to exclude

Specifications: 1 fan

     A duct 

4 main wall: steel wall panels, effective shock absorption, enabling machine high-speed and stable operation. 

 Specifications: 30MM 

5. Guide rollers: chrome plated, polished.

Specifications: φ80 × 750mm certain

(C) the rolling bodies

The agency uses the left-right axis biaxial winding winding with pressure arm balance internal and external pressure. The 

transmission uses two independent magnetic particle motor drive uniaxial tension adjustable. 

Winding Specifications: width up to 700mm, diameter 600mm（or diameter 420mm） 

Paper tube clamping means: air shaft clamp (according to customer material specifications) 

Specifications: 3in 2 root of the air shaft 

Rewinding pressure: differential pressure pneumatic compression, the pressure can be adjusted by pneumatic pressure regulator 

Specifications: Pressure arm 2 

     Cylinder 2 

Tension control: magnetic motor constant torque output 

Specifications: motor controller 

Winding execution: magnetic motor 2 (specifications 50N.M) Single head swing arm unloading（Or general discharge） 

(D) transmission mechanism

The inverter is used to control the main motor operation, convenient lifting speed, the speed adjustment the excessive soft, 

smooth. 

Drive mode: General inverter control of AC motor drive 

Specification: 7.5KW exchange motor 

 Supporting inverters (domestic well-known brand, quality assurance) 

(E) Major appliances:

Centrally electric control cabinet box, elegant, and easy to operate. 

Operation of a cabinet 

Comptroller display a realistic real-time linear velocity, Hutchison meters automatic stop function (with deceleration stop 

function, Hutchison Mickey the error) 

Optical correction controller 1 

Button, contactors, air switches 

Users themselves: 

1.50 Hz, 380V three-phase five-wire power supply 

2 foundation treatment 

Mounting equipment and commissioning of the raw materials, auxiliary 

Slitting capability  20g-120g/m2 



Max-diameter mother roll 1000mm 

Max-diameter finish roll    600mm 

Max-width month roll   700mm 

Winding shaft diameter   76mm 

Unwinding shaft diameter   76mm 

Speed    10-150m/min 

Main motor   7.5kw   

Inverter power   11kw 





Paper Straw Machine 

PAPER STRAW MACHINE  

Technical parameter Control system 

Number of paper 3 plies PLC Controller Delta 

Max-diameter 20mm Man-machine interface Weinview colorful touch screen 

Min-diameter 4mm Program edition Own, Enlish ver.
Max-thickness 1mm Servo system Delta 

Min-thickness 0.5mm Actuator CHNT 

Min-length 90mm Max-length(Two blades) 1200mm 

Output speed 3-70m/min Signal component Omron 

Rewinding noses Two noses /one belt Pneumatic  component Airtac 

Cutting way 7blades pneumatic synchronism control Synchronous belt 

Gluing way Double-face/Single face synchronism tracking 

cutting system 

Servo Synchronized Tracking System 

Length fixation Encoder Outfit assemble 

operator 1 person Tube holder Have 

Way of shaft fixing Pushing Belt angle adjusting Hand wheel adjustment 

Speed control Servo Belt tension adjusting Hand wheel adjustment 

Power input 3x380V Stop when paper break Have 

Size (mm) Auto glue feeding Diaphragm pump 

Mainframe size: 

L*W*H 

3511*1265*1800mm Lubrication Electric roller 

Area space: L*W Pending Paper Tension control Constant tension control 

Wheel hub diameter 215mm Paper reel stand Integral with auto splicer function 

Wheel hub height 125mm Belt Sailcloth 

Min-tread 320mm 

Max-tread 500mm Enclosed component 

Total weight 1700KGS Mandrel 1Pc 

Drive system Belt 1Pc 

Main power 3.0KW(Servo motor) Useful tool Have 

Max rotate speed of 

wheel hub 

200r/min Air compressor Can choose 

Output torque 68N.m 

Drive of wheel hub 2 wheel drive 

Bearing HRB 



Function introduction : 

18 type mini series paper tube machine, designing idea : Compact、Simple、Stability、High speed、 Intelligence、

Networking. 

Standard production for 1Inch paper tube, thickness less than 1mm. 

Mainly used for paper straw making , cartridge tube etc, multi-section cutting. 

Food grade production standard. 

Spirally tube making from Glue feeding、winding, final cutting. 

Features: 

1、 Body structure, Heavy-duty steel welded after NC cutting. Stable ,Strong and small vibration. 

2、 Paper stand , integral high speed design, constant paper tension control. 

3、 Glue stand, glue temperature control, feeding amount control. 

4、 Simple appearance, all motors put inside, make it easy for cleaning. 

5、 Safety as the core design element, transformation part protected , covered with 1.2mm thick stainless steel. 

6、 Stable, simple transformation principle, maintaining-free design, reduce maintaining frequency during 

operation. 

7、 High speed, 100M/Min paper feeding, up to 75M/Min tube production speed. 

8、 Networking, Industrial 485 cable, Ethernet cable, wireless wifi network,4G network, and distributed 

control system. 

9、 Intelligence, central monitoring, real monitoring run state of all equipments, production data can flow into 

ERP system for data collecting, Meanwhile, Engineer to be informed when machine has errors. 



Showcase for details 





Circulation heater: 

Power：380v 50/60Hz 3 (Or custom) 

Total power：6KW standard( Changeable following size) 

The highest temperature：250 degree Celsius 

Heating area：L2000 ×W250× H300 

Machine area：L2100 ×W350× H1450 

Machine weight：150KG 

Feature : All component imported , stable, energy saving and environment friendly. 

Heat internal circulation, artificial constant temperature, thermal insulation housing, up 

wind blower to guarantee a good shrinking of paper straws. 





 Automatic flexible paper straw making machine 

Automatic flexible paper straw making machine is used to bending the straight paper drinking straws.

The machine is automatic from input to finished output, just except adding the straight paper drinking straws 

into the hopper manually.  

Features： 

1. Running smoothly , stepless adjustable.

2. Automatic counting. Alarm when the pre-set value is reached, which is convenient for packing.

3. Automatic stop when fault.

  Specifications： 

Driving motor    1.5kw（control by frequency converter） 

Specifications diameter 3.8mm±0.1mm 5.2mm±0.1mm 

thickness 0.35±0.02mm 0.35±0.02mm 

straw length 180~250mm 180~250mm 

   Capacity 150~200pcs/min 150~200pcs/min 

Size 1500×1800×1600mm 

Weight 900kgs 





U-Paper straw auto packing in line

This machine is the supporting equipment of the beverage straw manufacturing unit. The straw 

produced by the beverage straw manufacturing unit can be processed into a magical universal 

flexible pipe after being processed by the flexible pipe forming machine. It is automatically 

bent into a U-shaped straw, and the U-shaped straw is individually packaged into a crawler-type 

continuous strip with a BOPP film. This machine also has the functions of automatic cutting 

oblique edge, trimming edge, punching and tearing, counting (or winding finished product), 

sucking waste, collecting margin, etc., and also has a repairing table to make the finished 

product 100% satisfy the beverage (dairy products) ) Paper packaging line is used. 

 The machine is composed of a hopper, a rack, a feeding device, a bending conveying device, a 

cutting oblique device, a heat sealing device, a cutting edge device, a cutting and tearing device, 

a repairing station, a counting device (or a finished winding device), and suction. The waste 

device, the peripheral device, the disinfection device and the electric control box (Fig. 1) are an 

ideal U-shaped straw continuous packing machine with complete functions, high automation 

and reliable operation.  

 The main features of this machine: 

1 Compact structure, easy operation, high degree of automation and high production efficiency; 

2 The heat sealing device is equipped with vacuum adsorption, and the film releasing device is 

provided with a constant tension mechanism, and the packaging quality is excellent; 



3 Adopting the power supply heating of the bus ring, the temperature rises quickly, the 

temperature control precision is high, the package size is stable and consistent, and the 

qualification rate is high. 

4 has a variety of functions: bending, cutting oblique, single package, cutting margin, punching, 

suction, recycling, counting (or winding), batch alarm, maintenance; 

5 It adopts frequency conversion speed regulation, which has the functions of power saving, 

stable and reliable operation, uniform speed change and automatic shutdown of overload. 

6 With automatic tube missing and membrane missing detection function. 

7 With online operation of UV ozone disinfection. 

Packed straw specifications: OD: custom specifications 

Length after bending: 125～85 (The machine is equipped with three vacuum hub slots, the slot 

length is 128, 105, 90mm for users to choose) 

 Suction end length: <62mm (including curved arc) 

 Oblique angle: 45° or 30° 

   Packing specification: tube spacing: 22mm 

 Maximum productivity: 700 / min 

     Packing material: BOPP heat sealing film (width reserved for cutting margin of about 

40mm) 

 Host power: 2.2kW 

 Heating power: 1.2kW 



 Counting motor: 0.12kW 

 Total power: 4kW 

 Power source: 380V, 50Hz 

 Gas source: 0.7MPa Speed range: ~1450rpm (stepless) 

 Dimensions: 3.5m × 1.8m × 1.7m Weight: 1100kg Floor area: 5 × 2.5 = 12.5m2 








